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The smallest of the 3 starship classes introduced to hastily reform Starfleet’s first line of 
defense, the Seawolf class was also Starfleet’s first Gunboat.  In the same size class and 
capably equivalent to the Kiaga class (DD 820) Destroyer, the classification was almost 
completely arbitrary, intended to demonstrate a measure of deterrence and provide a 
clear distinction between it and classes like Kiaga.  That such a distinction was needed was 
clear evidence of a rapidly changing astro-political landscape and Starfleet’s ever evolving 
strategies when it came to the deployment/operation of its assets and overall defense of 
Federation territory. 

 
Forming the basis from which Starfleet would develop its modern strategy of spherical 

defense was the Mercury class (CO 20) class Corvette.  A veteran class of the Earth-
Romulan War, it had the speed and agility of an attack fighter, while also packing an 
equivalent punch.  Over 2000 had been produced and deployed at the dawn of the 23rd 
Century, approximately 1,100 of which were still in service as of 2250.  Backed up by newer, 
more powerful classes like Kiaga, Marklin (DH 1200) and Kearsarge (CL 1500), Mercury 
formed the vanguard of Starfleet’s first line of defense. 

 
The key to the Federation’s overall prosperity during this period though, was Starfleet’s 

technological superiority.  Often overlooked (or glossed over) by analysts and historians in 
favor of the achievements gained/made in the realm of scientific exploration, 
technological advancements—duotronic computer systems, deflector shields, phaser 
weaponry etc—not only enabled Starfleet’s exploratory and scientific efforts, but also gave 
them the upper hand against their principal rival, the Klingon Defense Force.  While Starfleet 
had been able to upgrade Mercury to a pseudo-Class I standard, the KDF’s constant efforts 
to win back the upper hand lead to a near-constant cycle of ‘one-upping’—one in which 
Mercury quickly fell behind the times. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other tactical and strategic considerations—primarily, reconciling the mismatched 

group of remaining ship classes—forced Starfleet to utilize a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, 
adjusting their spherical defense strategy to account for a new outermost layer.  Here, they 
would deploy 3 new starship classes, hastly developed, using off-the-shelf technologies and 
components all common to other Class I starships either in service or in development. 

 
Seawolf was the smallest of the 3 and the most unconventional in design.  Inspiration 

was provided by Mercury (the partially embedded warp nacelles) and Kiaga (the vague 
‘frying pan’ shape) though it remained entirely unique.   

 
The primary hull took on a broad crescent shape with the Warp Nacelles partially 

embedded at the sides.  The nacelles themselves though were almost as unique as where 
they were placed.  Engineering oddities, they combined the design of the PB-31 and VX-28 
with the advanced compressor field systems and warp coils from the PB-X, giving Seawolf 
nearly identical speed and performance figures to Kiaga—unusual, given the stark 
reasoning behind the class’ inception. 
 

Moving inwards were 2 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers and then 2 Pulse Phaser 
Cannons. First employed aboard Kiaga, these immensely powerful weapons helped turn 
the tide of the Four Years War (most impressively during the Nostveg engagement) and 
gave Starfleet the decisive technological edge that allowed them to gain and maintain 
tactical superiority over the Klingon Defense Forces and other principal rivals.  Their use 
aboard Seawolf was a direct shot across the bow of the KDF—who had built up a sizeable 
force of G-1/Sentinel class Gunboats in nearly 30 years, arming them with heavy disruptors 
and sending them right to the Neutral Zone. 

 
 
 



Extending aft from the vessel’s centerline was the secondary hull.  Roughly cigar-
shaped, the forward portion (that was integrated with the primary hull) contained the ship’s 
deuterium storage tanks, impulse fusion reactors and engineering compartment.  Moving 
back and occupying much of the remaining habitable volume was a unique combination 
cargo/hangar bay.  Arranged in a broad ‘Y’ shape, cargo storage was placed along the 
outer forks and then down along the outer edges of the hangar deck.  Including an 
embarked craft capability on a starship of this size was a comparative rarity, even more 
unique was the fact that Seawolf had double the capacity than the more sophisticated 
Kiaga—either 2 Type I/Class F Shuttlecraft or 4 D-17/A class Attack Fighters. 

 
Another area where Seawolf seemingly leap-frogged Kiaga was armament.  The two 

pulse phaser cannons, while powerful, were never intended to function as primary offensive 
weapons.  That fell to 6 Type VI Phaser Emitters (as opposed to the 3 of Kiaga), 3 dorsal and 
3 ventral—2 each flanking the bridge module and 1 on the secondary hull, aft of the 
hangar bay. 

 
Though Seawolf bested Kiaga In these two areas, Starfleet Command’s insistence 

that it be able to be mass produced with a minimum of effort and time led the ASDB to use 
‘off-the-shelf’ components and systems as opposed to specially designed and engineered 
ones.  Subsequently, Seawolf lacked Kiaga’s quasi-exotic sensor and electronic warfare 
equipment, her sensor-scattering charcoal grey thermacoat and featured a Deflector 
Shield System with a lower overall energy capacity. 

 
Production began with an initial lot of 10 in 2253.  For the next 2 years, these ships 

were put through exhaustive testing—by the ASDB to evaluate engineering and 
construction techniques and by Starfleet, to evaluate the effectiveness of shipboard 
systems and the class’ ability to function as part of larger fleet formations—before finally 
being certified for service in 2255.   

 
With the ASDB’s construction techniques on Seawolf perfected (and still improving in 

lockstep with the larger Class I program), the floodgates were opened and by 2260, active 
hulls numbered almost half of Mercury’s total.  Together with the Burke (DD 300) and Akula 
(DH 278) classes, Starfleet organized these ships into highly agile ‘perimeter action 
squadrons’ that proved very effective at maintaining security and deterring aggressive 
actions on a large scale. 

 
The outbreak of the ‘Four Days War’ in 2267 saw these ships used to great effect.  

Involving a total of 22 star systems along the border, over 100 Gunboats fought small-scale, 
often, running battles with various KDF elements.  Of note were Gunboats of the 10th 
Squadron (Falcon/GB 1407; Harrier/GB 1415; Condor/GB 1419; Shrike/GB 1434; Merlin/GB 
1439), Under the command of Commodore Lyle Craig, the 10th became part of a relief 
force assembled after the starship Enterprise (CH 1701) was driven away from the planet 
Organia.  Led back to the planet by the Enterprise, the Starfleet forces were closing to 
weapons range with their Klingon opponents when the Organians now famously intervened 
and put an end to the fighting. 

 
Despite the ASDB’s excellent execution, the winds of change were starting to blow.  

The coming Linear Warp ‘revolution’ saw ships of the Seawolf class gradually retired 
beginning in 2270 at the inception of the Kearsarge II Development Project and removed 

from service entirely by 2273 when the latter class began full-scale production.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Seawolf 
Gunboat 
 
2255-70 
0 
 
112m 
112m 
22m 
6 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

69,480 metric tons 
 
175 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

6 Type VI Phaser Emitters 
2 Pulse Phaser Cannons 
2 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 30,970 TerraJoules 
 
Light Monotanium Double Hull 



Editor’s Annotations
 
The 2nd Design by Masao Okazaki to find its way here (the first being the Archer class from “Vanguard”), I did this on a whim.  Doing the Burke class forced me to come up with a rough 
backstory and I eventually settled on Starfleet needing to field a number (1-3) of ‘disposable’ or ‘stripped-down’ classes for perimeter action duty.  I had Burke already and added in 
Akula and was randomly browsing through the Starfleet Museum when this caught my eye.  A small, compact design—reminiscent of the Sabre class—armed with a pair of phaser 
cannons made Masao’s Kestral a natural one to be included. 
 
Originally, I planned to position this between Archer and Kiaga in terms of size, but then decided against it.  Leaving the dimensions as is further supported my idea of this being a sort of 
‘stripped down’ Kiaga—highly agile, armed with a pair of pulse phaser cannons and featuring some unique warp nacelles, but lacking the more sophisticated/exotic goodies that set the 
two classes apart. 
 
As with everything else on his site, the history Masao developed for this is incredibly detailed—to the point where mine can’t even begin to compare.  Not only that, but there are some 
fascinating deck plans created by a third party that provide a fascinating glimpse from another angle.  The link provided in the bibliography is a must-visit.
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